tombuchananphotographics
Wall Portrait Finishes
Which is the best for you?
You can best place your order with some understanding of the finishes offered.
We will be happy to discuss the advantages of each size and style of our portrait
finishes in order that your final choice will best suit your portrait needs.

BASIC:
A natural finish with no protection – requires glass. No retouching is offered with
this series. The print is checked and spotted for minor dust spots.

REGAL:
Simplicity is the keynote of these Custom Portraits. Even though they are
moderately priced, they are machine printed using the finest natural colour
materials. Each print has minor retouching. (Please note – eyeglass reflections
are included however extensive retouching is not available in this series.) These
portraits must be framed in order to protect them from finger prints and UV.

PRESTIGE:
The Prestige Portrait encompasses the qualities that makes our portraits unique;
dynamic composition, colour creating mood, and a natural expression from our
subjects. The hand printed Prestige Portrait has been fully re-touched, mounted
and permanently sealed with a UV laminate surface treatment. The Prestige
Portrait is especially suited for blemish and other corrective requirements. These
portraits will be further enhanced when framed without glass.

GICLÉE:
Our finest product, the Giclée Print, is the ultimate in creative imagery. The
qualities inherent in the Giclée Print, along with time honoured craftsmanship,
results in portraits distinguished by their brilliance, depth of colour and
dimensional presence. The image is printed on a fine “artist” canvas using the
finest Giclée process, it is then UV protected, sealed and stretched on an artist’s
frame to become truly a masterpiece that will last virtually forever.
We can do custom sizes for your photographs as well. Just ask if you need
something special. The full price of all wall portraits is due at the time of order.

